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This document introduces four new UCVs and expand one UCV. 

 

Item 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

       

U+6735 U+6736 

JKV GHP MT JK GP H MT 

The above glyphs are all related to U+6735 (朵) and U+6736 (朶), and the meanings and 

rationales for this pair are the same everywhere and every time. Therefore, it is better to add 

them to UCV as Level 1. 

The current disunified examples for this pair are shown as below. Their readings and 

meanings are the same. If they are submitted now, we should unify them. 

Related to U+6735 Related to U+6736 

U+36CA 㛊 U+36C6 㛆 

U+492A 䤪 U+28983 𨦃 

U+5241 剁 U+5234 刴 

U+54DA 哚 U+2BA74 𫩴 

U+579B 垛 U+579C 垜 

U+6306 挆 U+6305 挅 

U+8D93 趓 U+27EDE 𧻞 

U+8DFA 跺 U+8DE5 跥 

U+8EB2 躲 U+8EB1 躱 

U+21BE6 𡯦 U+5C2E 尮 

U+21DD4 𡷔 U+21DB2 𡶲 

U+2346B 𣑫 U+6857 桗 

U+239F7 𣧷 U+2C194 𬆔 
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Related to U+6735 Related to U+6736 

U+24938 𤤸 U+3087C 𰡼 

U+24B3E 𤬾 U+2C3A8 𬎨 

U+24C67 𤱧 U+2DED0 𭻐 

U+25668 𥙨 U+2E073 𮁳 

U+2579B 𥞛 U+2E0C4 𮃄 

U+25B32 𥬲 U+25B38 𥬸 

U+26009 𦀉 U+25FF0 𥿰 

U+266A9 𦚩 U+2C6B9 𬚹 

U+272B6 𧊶 U+272B1 𧊱 

U+279E8 𧧨 U+279C7 𧧇 

U+28E44 𨹄 U+28E43 𨹃 

U+29B3B 𩬻 U+2EAC4 𮫄 

U+2A609 𪘉 U+2CE75 𬹵 

U+2C856 𬡖 U+27664 𧙤 

Note that GB 18030-2022 has used this rule for U+2949C (𩒜), U+29DB9 (𩶹). 

 

Item 2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

       

U+518F U+56E7 

JKP G HMT JK G HMTP  

The above glyphs are all related to U+518F (冏) and U+56E7 (囧), and the meanings and 

rationales for this pair are the same when they are used as the phonetic elements or used for 

the variant of 明 and the corresponding abbreviation. No. 7 is TC-3022 in CNS 11643, which 

is used as the right part of T-Source glyph for U+3D04 (㴄). Therefore, it is better to add them 

to UCV as Level 2. 

The current disunified examples for this pair are shown as below. Their readings and 

meanings are the same. If they are submitted now, we should unify them. 

Related to U+518F Related to U+56E7 

U+6D7B 浻 U+3D04 㴄 

U+7D97 綗 U+2601D 𦀝 

U+26BF6 𦯶 U+8394 莔 

U+2C6BD 𬚽 U+6719 朙 

 

Item 3 

1 2 

  

U+4E3E U+6319 

G GTJKP 

This pair is similar to UCV #342. The above two glyphs are related to U+4E3E (举) and U+6319 
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(挙) , and the meanings and rationales for this pair are the same everywhere and every time. 

Therefore, it is better to add them to UCV as Level 1. 

There is only one disunified example for this pair. Their readings and meanings are the same. 

If they are submitted now, we should unify them. 

Related to U+4E3E Related to U+6319 

U+6989 榉 U+FA14 﨔 

If China needs the corresponding simplified form of the normalized form of U+8977 (襷), it is 

acceptable to unify ⿰衤举  to U+2770E (𧜎). However, this group of characters are only 

treated as Japanese kokuji now, so there is no need for China now. If Japan needs the 

corresponding vulgar variant form of U+3A6E (㩮) in future, it is acceptable to unify ⿰扌挙 

to U+2BF65 (𫽥). 

 

Item 4 

1 2 3 

   

U+6C34 U+6C3A 

GJKPV HMT GHJK 

This group is related to UCV #32 and #60. We have at least three cases to unify them as the 

bottom in the code charts. If we consider the examples in IVD, we will get more results. The 

common meaning of U+6C3A (氺) is the variant of U+6C34 (水), and U+6C3A (氺) is called as 

“false water” at the primary Chinese education in mainland China, because “true water” means 

U+6C34 (水). Note that GKX-0804.04 for U+25133 (𥄳) is the same as J1-4E5F for U+7714 (眔). 

 

 

 

The most important question for this item is to consider which level is better. 
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Item 5 

1 2 3 4 5 

     

U+7531 U+20679 U+51F7 U+2067D 

GHMTJKPV GT  GTJP GTV 

The one is to request to expand UCV #132a. The meanings and rationales for these four 

characters are not exactly the same, so it is better to keep as Level 2. 

The additional disunified examples for UCV #132a are shown as below. Their readings and 

meanings are the same. If they are submitted now, we should unify them. 

Related to U+7531 Related to U+51F7 Related to U+2067D 

U+5C4A 届 U+5C46 屆 (GHMTP) U+5C46 屆 (JK) 

U+2161E 𡘞 U+20AFB 𠫻 (G) U+20AFB 𠫻 (TJ) 

U+271AD 𧆭 U+271A3 𧆣 (GT) U+271A3 𧆣 (J) 

 

(End of Document) 

 


